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There is another program that may apply to your new heat pump equipment: Energy Credits - info attached.
We don’t know a lot about it, or do anything with filing, ourselves. Passing the info along to you to look into.
We do know that the amounts can be substantial, based on what customers have told us.

Sincerely,

Kevin Saunders - Seaside Gas Service

Heating · Hot Water · Cooling · Generators · Humidity Control ■ Installation · Maintenance · Service

Estimating How Much Money a System Owner Receives for the
Sale of their Alternative Energy Credits (AECs)
1. Please click here to open the Dept. of Energy Resources AEC Calculator for small systems.


This calculator can only be used for systems under 134,000 btu/hr

2. Open the spreadsheet and click ‘enable editing’ if asked, and also click ‘enable content’.
3. Click the tab at the bottom of the spreadsheet that says ‘air source heat pumps’.

4. Use the drop-downs to enter
information about the system
into the following cells:

5. 10 Year Total: This is the estimated number of
Alternative Energy Credits a system owner can expect.


It’s called the 10 year total because small systems
receive a finite number of energy credits based off of
ten years’ worth of anticipated energy production.

6. 10 Year Value: The 10-year value is a rough estimate
of how much money the AECs will sell for in total, and
assumes the credits are selling for $20 each (the default
calculator setting has the AEC Value ($/AEC) set at $20).
To get a rough estimate of how much money a system owner can expect, multiply the 10 Year Value x
.93 to account for HCG’s broker fee. Once you know these numbers, you can tell the system owner the
following:
Your system will be eligible to receive appx. <insert ‘10 year total’> Alternative Energy Credits (AECs).
The approximate value of this incentive will be $ <insert ‘10 year value’ x .93>. AECs are anticipated to
sell for appx. $20 each, but the price is ultimately market-driven. It is recommended to work with an
aggregator who can sell your credits and help you get the most money back for your credits. HCG is a
non-profit energy credit aggregator in Northampton, MA and can be reached at energycredits@hcgma.org if you have any questions or would like additional information about this incentive. The Dept. of
Energy Resources recommends system owners work ith an aggregator such as HCG who can help
simplify the process, and get you a good price for your energy credits.

